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So is it over for the Democrats in
.
2012? Although only time will tell,
many political analysts are already
predicting a Democratic comeback
over the next two years. Reasons for
this vary, but one example points to
the relative success of the Tea Party
movement in the elections. Although .
generally considered to be located
on the far right of the political spec-
trum, the Tea Party's often-radic- al
position could cause splinters be-
tween the moderate conservatives
and the Tea Partiers. Wondering
which elections produced Tea Par-
ty victories and losses? Here is a
short list of some of the more pub-
licized elections for the Tea Party
and the GOP.
1) Win: Nikki Haley securing
the position of Governor in South
Carolina. Besides being the. first
Indian-Americ- an female governor,
Haley was a heavily backed former
candidate in the conservative cir-
cuit. She was endorsed by former
AlaskanGovernor Sarah Palin in her
campaign, had unproven (and de-
nied) accusations of extra-marit- al
affairs, and even a political rival re-
ferring to Haley with a racial slur.
This media attention vaulted Haley
from single-digi- ts in the polls to na-
tional exposure and the nomination
by the end of June. Soon after, Haley
was featured twice on the cover of
Newsweek. On Tuesday, Haley de-
feated Democrat Vincent Sheehan in
the narrowest margin ever recorded
in. a gubernatorial election in South
Carolina, according to an article re-
leased by TheState.com.
2)Win: Rand Paul as the Senator-ele- ct
in Kentucky. Paul has been one
of the most heavily watched Tea
Party candidates, partially due to the
fame of his father, Texas Rep. Ron
Paul. His strong statements drew in
a variety of voters due to his will-
ingness to say politically risky state-
ments, according to an article pub-
lished by Newsweek. While other
candidates aggressively donned the
Tea Party mantle, he was one of the
few who were viable campaigners.
3) Loss: Christine O'Donnell in the
Delaware Senate race. Perhaps the
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"As we look ahead into the next century, leaders will be those who empower others."
Bill Gates
Midterm elections create changes in political sphere
"A
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Republicans saw many victories on the Nov. 2 midterm election night. The new conservative movement known as the Tea Party experienced many wins
such as Kentucky Senator-ele- ct Rand Paul and several losses, including the Delaware Senate race with candidate Christine O'Donnell. Overall, the
success of GOP candidates on Tuesday sprawled across the country on both the congressional and gubernatorial levels (Photos courtesy of AP).
Laney Austin
News Editor
Tuesday, Nov. 2 marked the mid-
term elections, which denotes the
halfway point in the Presidential
term of Barack Obama. These elec-
tions were incredibly important to
both Republicans and Democrats and
produced a variety of results. This
election saw shifts in many different
directions, initiated new beginnings
and left the American people wonder-
ing how different the country may
soon start to become.
The heated election period spurs
from the current struggle for the
Democrats to continue controlling
both the House of Representatives
and the Senate in order to maintain
the majority that they have had since
2007. In the end, although the Demo-
crats managed to hang on in the Sen
The victories for GOP candidates have shifted the
control in the House of Representatives from the Demo-
crats to the Republicans (Photo courtsey of AP).
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ate, they were defeated in the House
with the Republicans capturing 60
seats. In sealing the House, the Re-
publicans ousted current Speaker of
the House Nancy Pelosi from her
position and eventually hope to elect
current Minority Leader John Boeh-n- er
to the head.
Beyond Republican success in the
House, the midterm elections saw
victories for the GOP at the guber-
natorial level. These states include
Florida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, New Mexico and
Virginia, according to an article re-
leased by the Associated Press. It
assumed that these states would be
heavily contested battlegrounds as
the country nears the 2012 presi-
dential election. Unfortunately for
the Democrats, these were all states
that carried Barack Obama in 2008
and winning them back could pose a
r
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(S Kipaya Kapiga writes about
me miaierm eiecuons ana
what they mean for the
future of our nation. Turn to
page 3 for the full story.
J Joseph McCarthy argues that Features Editor Lee McK-th- e
School ofAmericas is instry writes about how
misrepresented by the public the "Human Library' event
and attempts to clear rumors. promoted discussion of faith
Turn to page 4. perspectives. See page 5.
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Tea Party supporters celebrated on Tuesday night at
election parties across the nation (Photo courtesy of AP).
most publicized Tea Party candidate
experienced a loss on Tuesday to
Democratic opponent Chris Coons.
What is interesting about this situ-
ation is that O'Donnell stood a fea-
sible chance of winning the election,
but her election and alignment with
the GOP turned sour towards the
end of the campaign cycle. Accord-
ing to an article in the Washington
Post, many people affiliated with
the Tea Party assume that the Re-
publicans intentionally weakened
her campaign in the primaries so
that she would not win in the final
run off.
These significant gains and losses
for the Tea Party and the GOP as a
whole give the impression that this
new political movement has become
a viable force to be reckoned with,
The outcome of these newly elected
officials will only become more ap-
parent in subsequent years.
Both Obama' s administration and
the President himself have already
addressed the reaction to the out-
come of the election. Obama said
Wednesday that he had been hum-
bled and his party "shellacked" by its
landslide losses Tuesday, according
to an article published by the San
Francisco Chronicle. The President
also made it clear that he would stand
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0 A&E Editor George Myatt
reviews the major motion
picture "For Colored Girls'
To read his full opinion turn
to page 6.
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by his current policies and also that
he had done the right thing in pursu-
ing the fiscal stimulus bill, along with
health care reform. Obama also said
that the reason voters may be frus-
trated is because the effectiveness of
these newly implemented policies is
not moving at the rate that the Amer-
ican people would like.
It is safe to say that the next cou-
ple of years will see many political
changes, with this midterm election
undoubtedly considered a landslide
for Republicans. According to cur-
rent House Minority Leader John
Boehner, this new majority "will be
the voice of the American people" be-
hind an agenda of cutting spending
and shrinking government, accord-
ing to the same article from the San
Francisco Chronicle. In addition to
these goals, it is likely that Republi-
cans will pursue creating private sec-
tor, not public sector, jobs, and made
repeal of the health care overhaul.
With the political leanings of
the American populous drastically
changing in only a two year time
span, the White House certainly has
'
reason to worry. It will be interesting
to see if the Republicans can work as
a collective body, instead of splinter-
ing into smaller groups, allowing the
Democrats to regain their footing.
Sports Editor Mike Haggerty
writes about the field hockey
team who won the NCAC
tournament title. For more,
turn to page 7.
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Major flaws in P.E.C. pool call for updates
CAMPUS
Wired Scot to receive
six new computers
Campus Council reported this
past week that six new comput-
ers have been approved for the
Wired Scot and are expected to
be installed to the 24-h- our lab by
the end of the semester. All of the
computers will be equipped with
Windows 7. This improvement to
the Wired Scot will not only im-
prove the campus overall, bu will
also give students more options
of places to print and work after
hours.
LOCAL
Man sentenced for
hitting teen with a car
According to The Cleveland
Plain Dealer, a Richmond Heights
man was ordered to spend the next
three years in prison for driving
into a teen he believed stole his
son's bicycle. The man, Julius Lyles
III, pleaded guilty last month to
felonious assault. The day of the
incident, Lyles saw a 14-year- -old
boy riding, what he thought, was
his son's stolen bike. He yelled for
the victim to stop. The boy kept
pedaling, and Lyles threw his SUV
into reverse. He drove onto the
tree lawn and front yards, striking
the boy and throwing him from his
bike about 25 feet onto a driveway.
The boy experienced severe brain
injuries.
NATIONAL
69 child prostitutes
freed in sweep
In a national sweep to crack-
down on child prostitution, more
than five dozen child prostitutes
have been found in the last three
days. As reported by the Associ-
ated Press, FBI spokesman Jason
Pack said that 69 children were re-
moved from prostitution and that
99 suspected pimps were arrested
in 40 cities from 30 states. The city
with the most child prostitutes
found was Seattle. All the children
found in the last three days have
been placed in protective custody
or returned to their families. Since
2003, about 1,250 child prostitutes
have been located and removed
from prostitution
WORLD
Somali pirates at-
tack Spanish ship
According to CNN, Somali pi-
rates have used a Japanese-owne- d
freighter they seized in October to
stage an attack on a Spanish war-
ship. The pirates attacked the ship
carrying International Peacekeep-
ers on Saturday night. The Span-
ish ship only used minimal force to
defend itself. The attack was dis-
rupted and the pirates immediately
fled the scene. No damage or inju-- -
ries have been reported.
Two men in China
banned from traveling
The New York Times reported
that two prominent legal schol-
ars and rights advocates bound for
an international law conference in
London were blocked from leaving
China on Tuesday on vague charges
that their departure might endan-
ger national security. The two men
believed they could not leave be-
cause the government feared they
would try to attend the Nobel Peace
Prize ceremony in Oslo next month
honoring the jailed dissident Liu
Xiaobo. Both men were on the list
of 143 Chinese activists, academics'
and celebrities that Mr. Liu's wife
invited to the award ceremony.
--Bites compiled by Gruinne Carlin
While we strive to
achieve excellence
every week, we,
too, sometimes fall
short. Please send
your corrections to .
Voicewooster.edu
Kris Fronzak
Viewpoints Editor
Although the pool at the Physi-
cal Education Center has been caus-
ing swimmers health problems and
leaking for an indefinite number of
years, there are currently no plans
for a new pool in the Scot Center.
In 2008, Head Swimming
Coach Rob Harrington had a hunch
that the pool was leaking. He en-
listed the aid of swimmer and math
major Denise Koessler '08 to deter-
mine whether his hunch was cor-
rect and if so, how much water was
being wasted.
Using a series of mathematical
calculations, Koessler determined
that the pool was leaking approxi-
mately 10,000 gallons per month.
Bogner Construction Man-
agement Co., the company that is
constructing the upcoming Scot
Center, also reviewed the P.E.C.
during preliminary infrastructure
work this summer. They discov-
ered that the automatic fill system
had masked some of the leaking, so
Koessler's estimate was inaccurate.
As of June 2010, Bogner deter-
mined that the pool was actually
leaking at a rate of 12,000 gallons
per day.
Accoording to Associate Vice
President John Hopkins, the prob-
lem was addressed and the leakage
stopped in mid-Augu- st.
' The Timken Natatorium was
first constructed 30 years ago
and has since been utilized for a
huge variety 'of groups, includ-
ing varsity swimming and diving,
Ida Sue Schools, YMCA, summer
programs and many other groups
upon request.
But until last summer, the ad
ministration has not done large-sca- le
repairs to the Timken Natato
rium. The pool has been leaking for
an undetermined number of years,
possibly spreading toxic water into
the surrounding ecosystem.
Alyssa Getta '1 1, the President
of Greenhouse, an environmental
advocacy group on campus, ex-
plained that treated water can have
a range of negative effects on the
environment, especially if the wa
ter joins with river systems. Chlori-
nated water can do everything from
drying up soil to killing plants to
affecting the respiratory systems
of humans and animals alike.
Another significant environ-
mental issue, Getta explained, is
actually the amount of energy
needed to constantly provide clean
water to keep the pool filled. True,
The College of Wooster's only pool on campus has been causing swimmers to ex-
perience a multitude of health problems. Unfortunately, no plans for a new pool have
been discussed for the future (Photo by Emily Mitchell). ,
water is a renewable resource, but
the water treatment process is ex- -
tremely energy-intensiv- e.
"Leaks do add up," Getta said,
"You leave your faucet on for a min-
ute and a gallon of water is already
wasted."
However, the problems with the
pool are not limited to leaks. Last
year, a chlorine imbalance caused
the pool to turn green with bacteria,
though Harrington explained chlo-
rine levels have consistently been
within the State of Ohio's legal op-
erating limits.
"For the most part I think they
were fine," Harrington said, though
he admitted that some swimmers did
complain about the problem.
Athletic Director Keith Beck-
ett explained that the pool is tested
several times daily for pH levels and
chlorine. "At any time sanitation lev- -.
els are not appropriate to kill bacte-
ria, the pool was and is closed," he
stated.
Beckett added that humans vary
in their level of acceptance of chem-
icals such as free chlorine.
This semester the pool also ex-
perienced heating problems, which
have been fixed.
Other problems have cropped up
over the years as well. Approximate-
ly 75 percent of the pool's valves,
drains and pipes had to be replaced
over the summer and new filters
were installed just this week. Prob-
lems with the piping have caused
rust to contaminate the pool, turn-
ing it cloudy and green.
These issues have also forced the
team to hold practices at other pools
in the city of Wooster.
Information, Location DateTime
Vandalism
Fire extinguisher shot off on 3rd floor Bissman Hall 1 14 1:40 a.m.
Fire Alarm
Bad smoke detector caused the alarm Grosjean House 1 ll8:03 p.m.
Admitted to setting off alarm Douglass Hall 1 14 1:25 a.m.
Steam from shower set off alarm Kennedy Apt. 1 1710:27 a.m.
Bad detector set off alarm Armington Hall 1183:02 a.m.
Theft '
Believe some clothes were stolen PEC 1 158:03 a.m.
Alcohol
Drank too much, taken to SWC Bornhuetter Hall 1 l6l 0:44 p.m.
Drank too much, underage Kenarden Lodge
.
1 l6l 1:25 p.m.
Assault
Threw bookbag at other suspect Douglass Hall 1 13 1 1:42 p.m.
Threw soda bottle at other suspect Douglass Hall 1 1 3 1 1 :42 p.m.
Witnessed the yelling & name calling . Douglass Hall 11311:42 p.m.
Found Item
Custodial supervisor found the sign Holden Hall 1143:11 p.m.
Road sign belongs to this company Holden Hall 1143:11 p.m.
PEC entrance sign found in grass Kenarden Lodge 1 163:48 a.m.
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"The swim team had to swim
their family weekend dual meet
against Wittenberg at Wooster High'
School. It was embarrassing that we
could not host our main rivals dur-
ing family weekend in our own swim
pool " explained swimmer Adel El-Ada- wy
'11.
Members of the College's swim
team have expressed a variety of
other concerns on the subject.
"Not getting a pool in the new
Scot Center has put us behind our
competitors in our conference," El-Ada- wy
said. He also explained that
Wooster's main swimming competi-
tors have better pools, which may be
affecting the team's recruiting pro-
cess.
Pool water should be 78-7- 9 de-
grees for swim practice. But two
years ago, the water might jump
from 73 degrees one day to a swel-
tering 86 the next.
"I, as well as most other swim-
mers, have trouble breathing during
practice on a regular basis," said Jer-
emy Bervoets '11. "Even during the
coldest days of winter we have to
keep the doors open so there is de-
cent ventilation."
Team members have also had
burning eyes and acquired staph in-
fections.
One swimmer even lost eye-
brows and arm hair because of the
increased amounts of chlorine need-
ed to keep the pool at regulatory
standards.
"When a problem happens with
the pool now whether it is about
the cleanliness of the water, tem-
perature, color or anything else, we
don't really react anymore, because
Campus Security Briefs
Nov. 1-N- ov. 8
honestly we are so used to it," said .
swimmer Elizabeth Ziicco '11.
Although the pool has been re-
paired, the question remains wheth-
er the fix will last. As of now, there
are no plans for a new pool in the
upcoming Scot Center.
El-Ada- wy agreed. "The swim
team, campus community and
Wooster community at large would
benefit from a new pool. I hope fu-
ture Wooster generations will wit-
ness the day where they get to swim
in a new Wooster swim pool the
question is, when will this happen?"
"I am very excited about the
Scot Center and all that it will of-
fer to our entire campus commu-
nity," explained Beckett. However,
"while many, myself included, look
forward to and are anxious for the
phase that will provide. a new nata-
torium for the College, it would be
premature to speculate or roll out
our wish list before requested by the
officers of the College."
Part of the problem revolves
around available funds. "There are
many variables and design features
that would dictate the cost for a
new natatorium ... a rough estimate
would be no less than $10 million,"
Beckett said.
With this staggering estimate in
mind, it's hard to determine wheth-
er or not an entirely new pool is
justifiable. Granted, there have been
many issues in the past issues
that have affected the school's wal-
let, the swimmers and the environ-
ment. But for the most part these
have been resolved.
"We do the best with what we
have," said Coach Harrington.
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On Friday, Nov. 5 MSNBC host Keith
Olbermann was suspended without
pay after the news site POLITICO re
:
Gina Christo
ported he made
three campaign
donations to
Democratic can-
didates. Olber-
mann donated
no more than
. $'2,400 apiece to
Arizona representatives Raul Grijaval
and Gaberial Giffords and Kentucky
Senate candidate Jack Conway. There
is an NBC policy that prevents its em-
ployees from contributing to political
campaigns without permission from
the NBC president because it impairs
journalists from being uninvolved with
what they are covering. According to
the NBC president the policy means
that 'Anyone working for NBC News
who takes part in civic or other outside
activities may find that these activities
jeopardize his or her standing as an
impartial journalist because they may
create the appearance of a conflict of
interest. Such activities may include
participation in or contributions to
political campaigns or groups that es-
pouse controversial positions."
It is common knowledge that Ol-
bermann is a lilxral, and citizens who
identify as such are his show's target
audience. Olbermann is first in line to
criticize Fox News for their weekly cra-zine- ss,
so Olliermann's donations to a
Democratic campaign just told viewers
something we already knew. For view-
ers of news programs and the compa-
nies who support them to actually le-lie- ve
their reporters have zero bias is
completely ridiculous. No liberal report-
er in their right mind would ever work
for Fox News, just like no conservative
reporter would ever work for CNN. To
suspend a journalist for being passion-
ate and involved in something he or she
is participating in every day makes no
sense to me. Just because Olbermann
is a journalist does not make him emo- -
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Dear Editors,
Many of us choose not to smoke. However, there are some people on campus
who do. If you are a smoker, obey the law. In Ohio, smoking tobacco in any public
place is prohibited. In addition, the law prohibits tobacco smoke to enter buildings
by any means.
The 52006 statewide ban on tobacco smoke was put into effect to improve the
lives of non-smoke- rs. In 2006 the Surgeon General stated, "...there is no safe level
of exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS). While SI IS may not appear to pose
problems for some people in the short term, long-ter- m exposure can lead to major
health concerns. Other individuals may have immediate severe reactions to SHS."
The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center stated that smoking and SHS
cause over 430,000 preventable deaths each year and cigarettes and cigarette
smoke contains more than 4,000 harmful ingredients, many of which cause can-
cer. Moreover, cigarette smoking and SHS cause shortness of breath, decreased
energy, bone loss, damage to blood vessels, different cancers, high blood pressure,
digestive disorders, diabetes complications, chronic lung diseases, heart disease,
and poor circulation.
When passing by or entering many campus buildings, especially Lowry Center
and dormitories, I am frequently greeted by tobacco smoke. I will be frank I
have no sympathy if one chooses to smoke. Nor do I care if it is freezing outside.
Please stay at least 25 feet away from the buildings. It is the law and a simple
courtesy to the nonsmokers who have the right to breathe smoke-fre- e air. I am not
trying to be unreasonable, especially since it is personal choice, but some people
are extremely sensitive to second-han- d smoke. So be informed, conscientious, and
considerate of what you do because your choice impacts yourself, others, and the
environment. Smoking is a privilege, not a right.
Sincerely,
Heather DeMali '11
Olbermann controversy
tional and unable to be influenced. If
anything, being a journalist puts you in
the thick of some of the worst internal
conflict this country has ever seen, and
one is bound to take a side.
What does Olbermann's suspension
imply for journalists today? When do
journalists become too politically in
volved? A network's concern should
not be about what their journalists do
in their free time but how they present
the news during their reporting. Where
does the line get drawn in terms of how
companies can limit their employees'
political involvement? If NBC is pro-
hibiting any kind of political involve-
ment from their journalist, what defines
involvement? Is it just donating money
and holding signs that is prohibited? Or
is going out to vote "too political"?
What is funny about all of this is
just how hypocritical NBC's xlicy is.
While Olbermann's donations have be-
come a topic for discussion nationwide,
there has been little attention given to
the massive financial support MSNBC's
parent company, General Electric, has
been giving to the nation's largest mili
tary contractors. Furthermore, it has
been reported that GE spent $2 million
in political contributions in the S20I0
midterm elections, the top recipient was
Republican Senate candidate Rob Port- -
man from Ohio. So one has to wonder,
was it Olbermann's donations that made
the violating of the policy a problem or
was it w hom he violated the policy for?
Olbermann was back on the air Nov. !)
thanks to 200,000 signatures for his sup
port led by Progressive Change Cam
paign unnnnttee, naciiei Maiuiows
voiced support and NBC President Phil
Griffin getting over himself. While the
restoration of Olbermann certainly is
reassuring, I can guarantee this will not
be the last time we hear alout this kind
of incident.
Gina Christo is a contributor for the
I bice. She can be reachedfir comment at
G Christo 1 4wooster.edu
f'ir ,Jg.v I
Editorial cartoon by Staff Cartoonist Andrew Holmes. He can be reached atAHolmes13wooster.edu.
Our nation after the midterm elections
The result of last week's midterm
elections marked what some have
dubbed a sea change in the American
KlI'AYA KAP1GA
Klitical land-sca- e.
Signifi-
cant Republican
victories in loth
the House ami
the Senate only
two years after
Barack Obama's
inauguration are
a sign of just how much has changed.
What started out as a fringe move
ment frequently derided as absurd has
proven that it has the influence and
staying jxiwer to remain a serious po-
litical institution in this country.
The White House must now
brace itself for what is likely to
turn into a w ar of attrition against
Representatives, many of whom
have pledged to repeal significant
ready to embrace just anyone. eloquently and succinctly explained
As it transitions into power, the in a New York Times article by Mi-T- ea
Party w ill have to learn to chan- - chael Cooper in October,
nel the energy that carried it into After weeks of voicing concerns
office into a coherent policy agenda.
There is reason to believe that this
will be an incredibly difficult feat,
given that this very energy neither
had a clear mandate nor exhibited
willingness to compromise.
agenda, it is
over the administration's handling
of General Motors (GM), The
Economist issued an apology to
the president, stating that although
it is possible that GM would have
restructured under normal bank- -
For many, the Tea Party has been ruptcy laws, it is "more likely that
a blank canvas on which they have GM would have been liquidated,
been able to project their frustra- - sending a cascade of destruction
tion. The ; through
relatively ...the fact of the matter IS If! the supply
young Tea manv rasps npnnlp's nnwillincr--
Party has J
.
' rr
had its first ness to investigate the issues
taste of made themfor themselves has
power and1 i n
given the easier and easier targets tor
the new Republican Senators and lack of a wiim 11rP fUp HTpo Parfvli(V for Jclear policy
portions of Obama's health care difficult to predict exactly' what the American voters
chain on
which its
rivals, too,
depended."
A recent
Pew poll
revealed
that nearly
half of
believed that
and financial reform regulation. next two years will look like. the Troubled Asset Relief Pro--
Now that portions of the health The Republican's sweep- - gram (TARP) was passed during
i -- ii t ill 1 I S 1 1 .care 'reform Dill have already been iner victories also underscore a uoamas administration wnen in
implemented, for instance allow-- larger and more troubling shift reality, it was passed under the
ing people to remain covered by in American politics regarding Bush administration. TARP, which
their parents' health care provider Obama. Long gone is the eupho- - came to be known more commonly
until the age of 2(, Republicans ria of election night 2008, where as the bank bailout bill, is the bill
might have been wary of pushing at Wooster alone, roving groups
too quickly to take' away benefits of students ran across campus
people are only just beginning to yelling his name,
enjoy. The presence of and, in- - Indeed in many areas, the niid- -
deed, the increasing influence of terms turned into a referendum
the Tea Party on the Republican on Obama's presidency. Recent
party has pushed those who were interviews by the Guardian, Real
ing that the Tea Party would "send
their representatives to D.C.
to stop your fundamental trans-
formation of America. Enough is
enough."
As successful as the midterms
have been, there remain a lot of les- -
that authorized the U.S. govern-
ment to purchase assets from finan-
cial institutes like banks in order to
strengthen the financial sector.
Perhaps it is simply the case
that it is harder to get credit for
preventing things from going
once moderate further and further Clear Politics and The Economist bad. Perhaps the voting public
to the right. A Guardian article show that more and more Ameri- - would have been happier to hear
published the day- - after the elec- - cans feel Obama has been ineffec- - that they were receiving money
tions cited John Boehner, the new tive at reigning in the financial back from the government rather
Speaker of The House, pledging to crisis or addressing health care than that systemic reform was be- -
never let the Tea Party down. reform. In the wake of the Dem-- ing enacted to prevent exactly the
Tea Party favorite Sarah Palin ocrats' devastating defeats, per- - type of crisis that has lead to all
proclaimed that the voting public haps it is time to more seriously this anger and frustration in the
had made its voice heard, elaborat- - reflect on the first two years of first place. If one has a difficult
Obama's administration, a sub-
ject on which there is no lack of
speculation and opinion.
In an editorial for The New York
Times appropriately entitled "How
Obama Saved Capitalism and Lost
The Midterms," correspondent
time appreciating the scope of
such an achievement, he has only
to look back two years ago to re-
member why such reform was
necessary.
It's understandable that the av-
erage American feels frustrated at
sons for the burgeoning Tea Party to Timothy F.gan w rites "the three the state of the economy and the
learn. The Tea Party has appeared signature accomplishments of his difficulty of finding work. The
reluctant,""""" if
not downright
unwilling, to
denounce its
more contro-
versial candi-
dates. Some Re-
publican fears
were realized
when it became
apparent that
concerns over
the Tea Party's
extremism ap-
pear to have
cost it several
elections.
first two years
Perhans it is simnlv the a health
case that it 'is harder to '
get credit for prevent-
ing things from going
bad. ... If one has a. dif-
ficult time appreciat-
ing the scope of such
an achievement, he has
only to look back two
years ago to remember
why such
.
reform was
necessary.
care law that
will make
life easier for
millions of
people, finan-
cial reform
that attempts
tq level the
playing field
with Wall
Street and the
$814 billion
stimulus pack-
age have all
been recast as
Commentators have already stat- - big government blunders, rejected
ed that it's time for the Tea Party by the emerging majority."
to reign in its fringe elements. The According to the Congressional
defeats of Delaware's Christine Budget Office, the stimulus package
O'Donnell and New York's Carl so often vilified by moderate and
Paladino may serve as a humbling extremist Republicans alike, has
reminder that while America is saved roughly three million jobs,
ready for a change in the way its Additionally, a majority of taxpay- -
politics are conducted, it is far from ers received a one-ti- me cut, a fact
financial crisis from which the
world is only just emerging has
often been compared to the Great
Depression in terms of scope and
damage. It seems puzzling to me
then that voters can turn around
and demand that the economy be
fixed and job grow th restored in
simply two years.
Maybe it's easier to fault Obama
with not being, clearer about his
policy achievements. But the fact
of the matter is in many cases,
people's unwillingness to inves-
tigate the issues for themselves
has made them easy targets for
groups like the Tea Party.
For more information on the
Obama administration's specific
legislation and achievements,
NPR offers free access to the
Obama Tracker.
Kipaya Kapiga is a contributor to the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
KKapiga 1 2wooster.edu.
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Integration needed between
International students, including
myself, are some of the most pas-
sionate advocates of diversity at
The College of Wooster. We love
showcasing for
our culture, our
traditions and
the rich values
that we bring
with us. For
many interna-
tionalUSMAN GUL students;
the annual Cul-
ture Show is perhaps the most ex-
citing event of the year, and why
should it not be? As a college com-
munity, we take great interest in the
International Education Week dur-
ing which we often take pride in ce-
lebrating diversity. But are we really
celebrating diversity?
Every culture has material and
non-mater- ial aspects. Material as-
pects include dances, dresses, life-
styles and everything that can be
seen or performed. Non-materi- al
aspects include abstracts such as
values, way of thinking or anything
that commands your interactions. It
is only through direct interactions
with ethnically different people that
we can truly understand their cul-
ture and lifestyles.
Interestingly it becomes easier
for us to relate to people if we truly
understand their culture. Thus, tor
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thing about really is no logical standing logical stand- -
Why people should stop sexting
It happens far too often. You're just
hanging out with your friends then
someone in the room looks at their
phone, texts a
little, then im-
mediately makes
a frantic exit
with some weird
excuse like, "Oh
no! I left my hair
Grainne Carlin crimper on!"
Okay, first of
all, no one crimps their hair anymore
and second, it's clear this little liar is
going to hook up. That's right, your
friend got a "sext."
The "sexting" I'm talking about is
specifically that of a drunk texting
conversation between two people
with the sole purpose to meet up and
hook up. Or at least, in the beginning
stages, let each other know that there
is potential to hook up somewhere
along the line. Some may think sex-
ting is a type of wonderful commit
ment-fre- e communication
and an easy way to, for Using
lack of a better term, "get ry
some," but there are a lot J
of downsides to the world Opposite
of sexting. term
I think its safe to say
that if someone is sexting the
this table r n
is that you
hardly ever man anotner.
see an Amer- -
ican sitting there. On weekends, in-
ternational students go to their own
room parties which are special in
that a vast majority of people there
are internationals. Surely there is
an acute lack of integration among
local Americans and international
students. Yet there are a handful of
internationals that do not go by this
trend of repelling meaningful cul-
tural exchanges.
When I first came o the U.S.,' I
inflicted more of a culture shock
there is a texting conversation that
reads, '"(i212): i want you now' '(916):
you need to stop dating girls with the
same name as your mother.. .or stop
drinking so nmch...I don't want to see
this.'" Yikes. Do you think this mis-
take sext is funny because it would
never happen to you or because this
has happened to you multiple
times? I won't judge but I know al-
cohol mixed with your phone's bright
screen may result in an accidental
sext to your mother, professor, doc-
tor, or even worse, an ex-boyfri- end or
girlfriend.
Second, a sext can be saved on a
cell phone for as long as the phone is
in existence. My friend who goes to
school in Baltimore recently told me
a story about her roommate who at-
tended a pop-st- ar party. Of course,
the party was 'laying all of the latest
and greatest tunes from current pop-star- s.
So, naturally, Ke$ha's hit single,
"Your Love is My Drug" was playing
a cell phone as the prima- - of a normal face-to-fa- ce
means to communicate with the or even tel0 c,lver:
sation involving back and
SeX Will Only CaUSe long-- forth communication full
problems for social beings in
future.
for the first time, they
are probably drinking.. .heavily. This
poses the first problem with sex-
ting; sexting the wrong person. I'm
sure most of you are familiar with
the mildly entertaining, but still ob-
noxious (because it hits too close to
home) website, www.textfroinla.st-night.co- m.
If you have managed to
miss seeing your Facebook newsfeed
plastered with excerpts from this
website, its main purpose is to post
parts of people's texting conversa-
tions from weekend nights with a
heavy focus on sexting. Under the
website's "Worst Nights" section,
internationals to form meaningful
friendships and involve in meaning-
ful cultural exchange with American
students, it is important to indulge
in social interactions with them.
At Wooster, it is quite obvious
that international students hang
out with other international stu-
dents. It is fairly uncommon to see
an international student in a group
of Americans. At Lowry, interna-
tionals tend
,
to eat at the It is easy and
table ot in
national tual tO rate yOUr OWn CU- l- ter or moreter
students, and fure aS better
perhaps the , i .
sonabie, but inonly special
over the stereo as my friend's room-
mate was mid-se- xt conversation. In-
spired by the pop-sta-r's creative first-nam- e,
the roommate sexted, "Let$
have $$$ex." Needless to say, this
hook-u- p never happened. Instead, in
the morning the sexting roommate
woke up (alone) to see the white board
attached to her door with messages
like "Let'$ get breakfa$t!" or "Can
I get my book back from clas$$?"
Yes, the guy involved in the sexting
conversation actually took his phone
around and showed everyone. She has
yet to live this down.
all students
than I experienced; in fact, I did not
experience a culture shock at all as
I had grown up watching American
movies and reading English novels.
However, I did experience a vast
cultural difference between the U.S.
and my home country Pakistan once
I routinely started hanging out with
Americans. Fortunately, I had real-
ized that cultural differences were
just differences. It is easy and even
instinctual to
even instinc- - ra'e yur wn
Or more Tea- - reasonable, but
in therev. ,1 reality,
reality, tnere reall is no
u: ins: for one
o cultu re Deiner
better than an- -
other.
The only reason you feel comfort-
able with your culture is because it
is your default; you grew up that
way. Out of experience, I can vouch
that it does not take long to get ac-
customed to another culture. My
roots are Pakistani and I take great
pride in that, but I am also a little bit
American.
Usman Gul is a senior staff writerfor
the Voice. He can be readied for com-
ment at UGull3wooster.eiiu.
Third, sexting makes normal life
interactions incredibly awkward. We
all know that Wooster is full of socia-
lly-awkward individuals, but when
sexting is added into the mix things
just get weird. How many times have
you walked through Lowry on a Sat-
urday morning and seen the same
person who sexted you the night be
fore? Furthermore, how many times
has this person not acknowledged
your existence?' It happens to more
people than should be allowed. I think
it's proper sexting etiquette to just
simply say "hello" the day after a sext.
Pardon me if I'm wrong, but is that
not a normal way to build some sort
of relationship, even if it is just to
hook up?
Lastly, sexting limits the expression
for how someone may really feel. My
phone only allows 160 characters per
text. How will someone be able to trul-
y, or even politely, express their feel-
ings to someone'if there is a limit on
what can be said. Instead
of questions and ideas,
sexts consist of abbreviat- -
ed words, poor grammar,
and blunt demands.
I believe sexting is ruining our soci-
ety. Using a cell phone as the primary
means to communicate with the op-
posite sex will only cause long-ter- m
problems for social beings in the fu-
ture. If we continue to allow crude
sexts to be considered the norm, fu-
ture generations will learn from our
mistakes and we will leave a legacy of
loose, creepy, socially awkward, sex-craz- ed
texters.
Grainne Carlin is a News editor for the
Voice. She can be readied for comment at
GCarlin 1 1 wooster.edu.
Problems
It's that time of year, the protest
against the School of the Americas
is coming up. In a few days, thou
sands of people
will converge on
Fort Benning,
Ga. to call for
the school to be
shut down. Ev-
eryone should
Joseph McCarthy have a clear un
derstanding of
the school and the controversy be-
hind it, so I'll explain both. Please
note: The school is no longer offi-
cially known as "School of the Amer-
icas." In 2001 it was renamed the
Western Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation. But for clarity,
I will refer to it by the acronym for its
old name, since that is still how it is
commonly known.
The main purpose of the SOA is to
train soldiers (mostly Latin Ameri-
cans) in various military fields. These
include, tactical operations such as
counterintelligence and counter-insurgenc- y,
professional military
leadership, peacetime operations
like disaster response, and human
rights. Police officers and civilian
officials attend the school in addi-
tion to soldiers. The mission of the
school during the Cold War was to
prepare Latin American countries to
fight communist threats; the focus
has since evolved to preparing them
to battle various insurgent groups.
Military cooperation and sharing
of knowledge between the U.S. and
Latin America are also general goals.
Groups such as School of the
Americas Watch, which organizes the
annul protest against the SOA, paint
a very dark picture of the school.
They charge that the school protects
the interests of large corporations
and instructs students in the targeted
killing of teachers, union organizers,
religious leaders and others. Stu-
dents are supposedly taught brutal
interrogation techniques including
beating and torture. Hundreds of
thousands of innocent civilians, says
SOA Watch, have been tortured and
murdered by those taught at the SOA.
There are a few problems with
SOA Watch's charges. First of all,
while SOA Watch is quick to accuse
the SOA with teaching war crimes,
it is totally silent on the crimes com-
mitted by the narco-terrori- sts that
SOA students are taught to fight.
The sheer greed of the various drug
cartels is unfathomable, their cru-
elty notorious. Why is SOA Watch
not vocally appalled by their crimes?
They have caused immense suffering
throughout the years, most recently
in Mexico. Wanton killings and kid- -
Have an opinion?
Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current
events and issues from campus developments to global news. If
you're interested in writing or want to comment on what you've
read here, email us at voicewooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received by
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must observe standard spelling and grammatical rules
and include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to
proofread and withhold letters. Please send letters via e-m- ail to
Hdiorio-tot- h 1 lwooster.edu and hkfronzakgmail.com.
Staff Cartoonist Andrew Holmes can
Wooster
Voice
with SOA
nappings have become routine there
as the cartels have waged a massive
campaign of terror against the Mexi-
can people. Government officials
who take a stand against the cartels
are singled out in particular for elimi-
nation. The cartels' sole aim in all
this is the attainment of money and
power. Groups like these are the real
targets of SOA graduates.
Another problem with SOA Watch's
charges is the accusation that the SOA
instructs students in human rights
abuse. This is completely false in
fact, the opposite is true. Congres-
sional legislation stipulates that a por-
tion of the school's funds go toward
courses that teach "effective military
judicial systems and military codes
of conduct, including the observance
of internationally recognized human
rights." This material is divided into
four components: human rights, mili-
tary justice, civilian control of the
military and democratization. Human
rights material is woven into every
single course taught, accounting for
at least 10 of each one. In total, SOA
students receive about 1,000 hours of
human rights instruction.
While it is not true that the SOA
teaches human rights abuse, it is true
that several of its graduates have com-
mitted an array of atrocities. Many of
these crimes were heinous and abso-
lutely deserving of punishment and
condemnation. But SOA Watch seems
to conclude that since SOA gradu-
ates have committed war crimes, they
must have been taught how to commit
those crimes at the SOA. That would
be like concluding that since the Una-bomb- er
attended Harvard University,
he must havq learned how to mail
bombs at Harvard. This is obviously
unsound logic. The crimes were com-
mitted not because of SOA training,
but rather in spite of it.
The School of the Americas ex-
ists in order to provide other coun-
tries with assistance in combating
genuine security threats. All students
are given extensive instruction in
respecting human rights, and those
who have committed atrocities con-
stitute a small fraction of the tens
of thousands who have received in-
struction at the school. It is natural
to feel revulsion when hearing about
those crimes for they are indeed
deserving of revulsion but this
should not stop you from distinguish-
ing among fact, out-of-cont- ext fact,
and falsity. Keep in mind that much
of the anti-SO- A propaganda is of the
latter two categories.
Joseph McCarthy is a contributor for
the Voice. He can be readied for com-
ment at JMccarthyl lwooster.edu.
be reached at AHolmesl3wooster.edu.
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"Human Library"examines faith perspectives
Lee McKinstry
Features Editor
Monday night in Andrews Li-
brary people were talking about
religion. They sat in armchairs
having one-on-o- ne discussions
about each other's spirituality and
the presence of God, or lack there
of, without a PowerPoint or lecture
podium in sight. They were stu-
dents, faculty and staff taking part
in "The Human Library: Faith Per-
spectives," what organizers hoped
would be an informal, non-confrontati- onal
environment to talk
about what really does, or doesn't,
make the world go 'round.
The event, held from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. in the library's main lounge,
was the first of its kind at the Col-
lege of Wooster and one of the first
held in Ohio. It is part of a growing
"Human Library" movement that
started in Denmark in 2000. It was.
sponsored by the Wooster Libraries,
the Center for Diversity and Global
Engagment and Campus Ministries.
The first "Human Library" event
was held at the outdoor Roskilde
Festival in Denmark in 2000, as part
of an effort to encourage open dis-
cussion about the rise in youth-relat- ed
violence that had been spread-
ing through Europe. Today, the
organization hosts "Human Library"
events in over 50 countries about a
wide variety of topics including per-
spectives on sexuality, immigration,
mental health stereotypes and politi-
cal affiliation.
The basic format of a "Human Li-
brary" event is simple. A number of
volunteers acted as "books," or rep-
resentatives of a certain perspective
or belief. "Readers," or participants
who would like to have a discussion
with a "book," can then "check one
out" and have a 20 minute one-on-o- ne
conversation discussing any
questions the "reader" may have.
Monday night's event included ten
"books" representing Catholicism,
Celeste Tannenbaum '13 represents the "Book of Juda-
ism" (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Dream a Dream gives
Lisa Hazelton
Senior Staff Writer
Graduating from college, start-
ing a career as an investment bank-
er and starting a program for "at
risk" youth in India all seem like
pretty challenging tasks yet
that is exactly what Vishal. Talreja
did. Fresh out of college, Talreja
and eleven other young entrepre-
neurs decided they wanted to make
a difference and started the Dream
a Dream program aimed at giving
children the li fe skills necessary
to stay in school, attend college
and get jobs. Through sports, art,
computer skills, and many other
programs, the children he works
with are able to compete against
children who are lucky enough to
attend mainstream schools. By
participating in sports and other
activities run by the program the
children he works with are able
to become more confident and re-
sponsible. The life skills learned
are carried with them throughout
their lives.
Baptism, Judaism, Sihkism, Unitari-
an Universalism, Agnosticism, Hin- -.
duism, Atheism and Slavic Recon-struction- ist
Paganism. All "books"
were student volunteers whose last
names weren't revealed in order to
maintain relative anonymity. When
checked out for 20-min- ute periods,
students discussed varied questions
such as "Do you believe in an after-
life?" "What is your stance on gay
marriage?" and "Do you ever miss
I v
r i
having a spiritual center?"
"It's just structured enough that
I can talk to people I wouldn't nor-
mally talk to outside of my normal
group of friends," said Jonathan
Polin '14, who volunteered to be
the "Book of Agnosticism." "It's a
whole other community of people to
have that dialogue with."
Preparations for the event began
this September by a committee made
up of library staff members and lead
by Jake Koehler, the Visting Acqui-
sitions Librarian. Koehler had heard
In 1999, when Talreja was first
starting this program, most non-
profit agencies were run by indi-
viduals much older than him. Yet
Talreja saw a lack of drive and a
sense of urgency to solve the prob-
lems facing children in India. Even
though he was a young man just out
of college, he was able to get sup-
port to start the Dream a Dream
program. In 10 years he has taken
his program from helping 15 chil-
dren to now changing the lives of
over 3,000. Yet his dreams are still
not finished, as he stated that he
hopes he never sees a child living
on the streets ever.
His anecdotes about the children
he works with provided his audi-
ence with laughter and sadness.
He told stories about children who
first came to the program starting
trouble, fighting with other kids,
or refusing to participate, but each
story ended with a positive note.
One exceptionally aggressive
child fought other children dur-
ing sports. Talreja did not give up
on the child, but rather decided to
about "The Human Library" while at
graduate school at Kent State Uni-
versity. As the fall semester started,
Koehler began to believe it would be
a conducive format for open discus-
sion about one hot-top- ic in particu-
lar faith perspectives.
"A couple of months ago it seemed
like everything was coming to a
head. We were discussing whether
it was acceptable to burn Korans in
church," said Koehler. "There was
""it
:V;V;-"-
.'
just a lot of intolerance issues the
world was dealing with. It seemed
like this was an opportunity for the
libraries to get involved in what
seemed to be a larger campus issue."
The committee contacted the
Center for Diversity and Global
Engagment and Campus Ministries,
which began sending out e-m- ail
requests for volunteers, some of
whom were Inner-Fait- h Scholars.
An announcement was also put on
WHN asking for volunteers and
table tents and posters were put
back to India's children
help him channel his aggression
into sports activities. After being
allowed 30 extra minutes of hit-
ting goals he soon became the best
player on the team and eventually
became a coach.
This summer, College of
Wooster students, with the guid-
ance of the Global Social Entre-preneursh- ip
program, worked
with Dream a Dream in India.
Each student expressed their pro-
found happiness at taking on such
an important task and praised
Talreja for his positive, upbeat at-
titude. One student spoke about
ttte weekly Friday meetings during
which Talreja would have everyone
state their highs, lows, or achieve-
ments throughout the week.
Not only has Vishal started one
of the most influential non-pro- fit
organizations in. India, but he also
exudes a sense of complete humble-
ness and sincere joy for what he is
doing. After hearing his introduc-
tion and stepping on stage Talreja
started his speech by stating how
embarrassed he was. Throughout
in libraries. According to Koehler,
volunteers were required to attend
a training session detailing how to
start discussions and handle tough-to-answ- er
questions.
"We wanted them to sort of
walk the line between not being of-
fended with ignorant questions, but
also not proseltyzing, evangelizing,
or trying to convert anyone," said
Koehler. "It's a balance."
There were a total of 30 "check-
outs" Monday night, and an addi-
tional 10 or 1 1 patrons who stopped
by just to inquire what the "Human
Library" was about.
"In this format, it gives you an
opportunity to ask questions you
might be uncomfortable asking in
an auditorium," said Koehler.
Elaine Smith Snyder, Special
Collections Associate and com-
mittee member anticipates that
the College will hold more "Hu-
man Library" events in the future.
The College of Wooster is now
recognized by the parent "Human
Library" organization as an active
"Human Library, and can use their
advertising tools and tips in the fu-
ture. The College will also provide
the organization with statistics
about their subsequent "Human Li
brary" events.
"I see this as effective because
its very one-on-o- ne. Staff and stu-
dents have immediate responses
to questions and a level of per-
sonal contact," said Snyder. "I hope
through this we can have an aware
ness and tolerance for other beliefs."
For some volunteers, there was an
added bonus to participating in the
first "Human Library."
"Personally, I'm not a person who
can talk a lot in a lecture format,1
said Devddharm Khalsa '14, who
served as the "Book of Sihkism.
"This is a good experience, and it'
easier to talk."
"Plus, I can tell people why I wear
a turban, because I guess some peo
pie want to know."
his speech students could hear
his sincere love for the children
he works with and his passion for
making a difference. Every obsta
cle that came his way was thwart
ed, and every negative was turned
into a positive. Talreja commented
that when you come across a prob
lem you simply need to roll up you
sleeves and ask yourself how you
can solve it.
Talreja repeated many times that
we all have the ability to make a d
ference, but somewhere along th
line we may lose our spark to try.
There is a difference between those
who talk about change, and those
who actually go about making it
He ended his speech with an ol
story about a man throwing star
fish into the ocean. Another man
questions him, saying that there
are so many starfish on the beach
how many could he really sav,e? A
the man throws one more back into
the ocean he simply replies "Well
saved that one." Talreja's messag
is a simple one: we can all make
difference if we try.
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Has anyone ever heard of the
twin paradox? It is a "thought-experimen- t"
in physics, in which a twin
makes a journey into space in a high- -
peed rocket and returns home to find
that she has aged
less than her
identical twin
who stayed on
Earth. So, time
is relative. To me
though, time is
Anders relative not only
M0LLER in physics but
also from a cul- -
tural perspective.
I originally come from Denmark,
the land of Vikings, but moved to
Rwanda in east-centr- al Africa in
2003. While Denmark is listed as
the 30th richest country in the world
by nominal GDP, Rwanda is ranked
39th. A huge difference indeed. But
more than just abject poverty, one
thing I noticed about Rwanda is how
differently people treat time.
In Denmark, a highlynleveloped
welfare state, people like to be on
time. That usually involves arriving
for appointments a few minutes early,
or as close to the dot as possible. It is
generally considered rude to be more
than two to three minutes late, even
among friends.
In Rwanda though, time seems al
most to lose meaning. Ever heard of
African time? Not only do most peo
ple as a rule of thumb arrive at least
half an hour late for social engage-
ments, but people have an entirely dif
ferent sense of time. If you call your
friend and he says "I'm on my way, I
just left the house see you in 10
minutes," it usually means "I'm still
chillin' with some friends and will be
leaving soon. I think it'll take another
30 minutes or more to arrive by bus."
I even do that myself. If you actually
say "30 minutes," it sounds like such
a long time in people's minds. That
is why people downplay it, and time
gets a new relative meaning. The
word "Mukanya" in Kinyarwanda
literally translates to "a few minutes"
in English, but it can mean anything
from half an hour to half a day. Af-
ter at least a year in Rwanda, my dad
once noted how people prefer to have
calendars hanging on their walls
rather than clocks.
I generally try to make a compro-
mise between the Danish and the
Rwandan cultural heritage that I
have. To me, five minutes or so can
still translate into quite a lot. In
Rwanda, I struggled to arrive on time
for appointments, and had to get used
to a new understanding of time here
in America. If I came back to class
from lunch right on the appointed
hour at high school in Rwanda, may-
be five people were actually there.
Here in the U.S., if I am five minutes
early almost everybody is ready. That
seems almost insane to me. Neverthe-
less, because of my Danish roots, it
has been fairly easy to go back to re-
vering time more highly again. Today
I think that my personal compromise
is to (try to) arrive at least a minute
early, haril as it may be.
Anders Moller is a first-ye-ar and can
be reachedfor comment at AMollerl 4
wooster.edu
Some information on Organic Labeling: How to decipher what they mean.
"100 percent Orgsnic":
All foods that are certified 100 percent organic must contain all organically grown ingredients except for water and salt that is added.
"Organic":
If foods are labeled as Organic they need to contain a minimum of 95 percent organic ingredients with the exception of added water and
salt. In addition these foods most not have sulfites added to them which have been known to cause allergies and asthma in some peo-
ple, and is used as a preservative in many non-organ- ic foods. However, up to 5 percent of the ingredients may be non-organ- ic in produc-
tion.
'T.da v.ilh Crc-r.i- c Ir.rc::r.t3":
Products wiLh this Ir.bcl must be composed of ct least 70 percent organic ingredients with the exception of added water and salt. Similar to
the other organic labels thece products must not contain any sulfites but as the least strict standards these products may contain a maxi-
mum of thirty percent non-organ- ic materials.
Lastly, foods that are produced wilh less than 70 percent organic ingredients can list which organic ingredients they have included but they
are not USDA ccrted as organic food products.
This information was compiled using the U.S. Government's organic guidelines and regulations.
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Dhii: D,h TwlQr Dorrv onH Tocca Thnmninn attend fl ., .....rlul" ,c,l ro.iau, ,y,, . &..jr .,v. .to poetically reveal the social rnynwa
injustices and issues women of special screening of "For Colored Girls" at the Ziegfeld Theatre on
cobr face every day in society, day, Oct. 25, 201 0 in New York (Photo courtesy of AP).
The film is based on the
play For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the Rain-
bow Is Enuf" by Ntozake Shange.
Lead by a cast of phenomenal African-A-
merican actresses, Perry made
some very wise decisions in casting.
His ensemble included Janet Jackson
Jo), Loretta Devine (Juanita), Anika
Noni Rose (Yasmine), Thandie New
ton, (Tangie), Kimberly Elise (Crys-
tal), Tessa Thompson (Nyla), Kerry
Washington (Kelly) and Whoopi
zine who believes her husband is
having an affair. Crystal works for
Jo and is physically and emotion-
ally abused by her alcoholic, war-tor- n
veteran husband.
When Kelly, a social worker, comes
to Crystal's door to check up on her
children, you sense the powerlessness
and fear of each woman as Crystal's
husband verbally pushes away the so--
cial worker from his home.
As Nyla collects money from her
trombones and saxophones and bass
and guitar.
While I was impressed with the
Ensemble overall, I must commend
the musical performance of Mi- -
rtaioment
"For Colored Girls" evokes powerful stories
George Myatt
A&E Editor
The most popular kind of films
that Americans love to experience
in theaters 'usually include comedic
romp-fes- ts such as "The Hangover"
or action-adventu- re films that contin- -
ue to further push the boundar-
ies of visual effects and camera
tricks, like "Avatar."
Many forget, though, that
filmmaking is an art form and
a platform that can expose the
drama and social issues we as
humans beings still experi-
ence to this day.
Last Friday, Tyler Perry's
"For Colored Girls" debuted
nation-wid- e in theaters.
Perry, who is widely known
for his slapstick funny mov-
ies such as "Diary of a Mad
Black Woman," and "Madea's
Family Reunion," took on a
big challenge to direct, write i
and produce this film.
Centered around nine Africa-
n-American women in a
urban' city, Perry weaves to--
..1 Igetner several women s sion.es
Each actress's performance was social problems women must still
outstanding as all of them are beau- - confront in today's world. Yet, I
tifully highlighted by their charac-- would like to caution potential spec-
ter's emotional and traumatic jour-- tators that the film is rated R due to
ney as women of color. Some of the violence and heavy subjects present
Jazz Ensemble Concert inspires newfusion of music
Ian Benson
Staff Writer
On Nov. 5 in McGaw Chapel, the
Wooster Jazz Esemble performed
its first concert of the year to an
eager and excited crowd of music
fans. Directed by Scott Garlock, the
ensemble delivered and performed a
medley of jazz music.
The main feature was the accom-
paniment of the Zach Brock Trio
but they were not the only highlight
of the show. Now I must confess
that I do not know much about jazz,
though knowledge certainly was
not necessary to enjoy the show. I
sat next to a person who confessed
to know next to nothing about jazz
but she certainly seemed to enjoy
herself throughout the show and
proved that knowledge is not need-
ed to enjoy the music.
McGaw is not the ideal spot for
such a show, as the acoustics are not
necessarily perfect for the music.
But the only times flaws in the over-
all sound were evident is whenever
Scott Garlock spoke into the micro-
phone, becoming a bit of a muddled
mess in the back row s.
The music itself filled the chapel
with a certain warmth as the gentle
sounds of the piano echoed through
the chapel before mixing with the
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Megan Piemonte '13 works the
layered look in knitted cropped
sweater and floral scarf (Photo by
Annie Peterson '13).
Goldberg (Alice). Actress Phylicia
Rashad plays Gilda, a landlord who
observes all of the other women
who come in and out of the apart- -
ment complex, while providing an
all-seei- ng commentary.'
Jackson's character, Jo, is an ex- -
ecutive editor at a women's maga- -
I"
"i
i
best performances came from Jack
son, Noni Rose, Rashad and hlise.
Critics are amazingly divided on
the merits of this thought-provo- k-
ing and compelling film. While the
New York Times gave the project
of the night, w ith the Zach Brock
Trio helping add additional flavor
to the song.
Speaking of the Zach Brock Trio,
their performance during the second
half was exemplary, and I had never
thought of the violin as a jazz in-
strument.
But while it was played through-
out the night, there were times
where I had to remind myself that
the notes were coming from the vio-
lin, and not one of the other instru-
ments on stage, not at all sounding
like the classical orchestral violin I
am familiar with.
...the percussion on "Coconut Champagne" was
another highlight of the night, with the Zach
Brock Trio helping add additional flavor to the
song. Speaking of the Zach Brock Trio, their
performance during the second half was ex-
emplary, and I had never thought of the violin
as a jazz instrument.
cah Motenko '13, while playing the
piano during "4 Flats Searching for
a Theme." It was that moment that
caused me to lean over to the person
next to me and wish that I was able to
play piano.
He performed with careful preci-
sion, allowing every note to carry
gracefully through the air.
Also, the percussion on "Coconut
Champagne" was another highlight
hyper -religious mother Alice to pay
for her dance college application,
her estranged drug addict sister
Tangie discovers that she's preg--
nant and plans to get an abortion,
Through their trials and dramatic
events; all of the women become
connected to one another by the end
V-'- :
' GinlS
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of the story.
Wooster Street Style
an editor's pick, Roger Ebert for the
Chicago Sun Times panned it and
gave it.only two and a half stars.
His reason for a poor rating was
due to his belief that the soliloquies
(or as I would refer to as poetic
monologues) were distracting and
felt out of place. He claims in his
review that "the audience is
tugged back and forth be-
tween the stylized speech
and the straight dramatic
material."
Ebert fails to understand
the purpose of these po-
etic' moments. The "stylized
speech" was designed to grab
audiences' attention to these
women's stories and think
about the position they are in.
Plus, what each woman
says comes from the original
play. So, while it is intended
for theater-goer-s, other au-
diences are experiencing the,
smooth power of dramatic
poetry. If Ebert watched as
S many plays (especially alter-
native) as he does films, he
would greatly appreciate the
true meaning and motive of
- Ine texi.
Mon - i would highly encour- -
ase anyne t0 see this fllm
bt'cause jt is a rare i,lece of
meuia tnat gives ngni io an oi u.e
ed in the story.
What I saw in this film was the
many hidden layers ot identity ot
women of color and how their voices
have been oppressed and overlooked
for far too long.
My one main critique of the show
though lies "not in the music but in
the execution. At multiple times,
the members of the Zach Brock
Trio came on and joined the Jazz
Ensemble in their music, and while
I see no fault in that, the focus was
more firmly placed on them. So not
only did they have the second half
of the show to themselves, they also
dominated a substantial portion of
the first half.
Also, multiple times throughout
the first half, the bass player and
drummer of the Ensemble were
replaced by members of the Zach
Brock Trio and forced to sit on the
sides during some of the solos. It
was unfair to those two musicians
to replace them multiple times
throughout the first half when the
second half was devoted solely to
the Trio.
Overall, the concert was a reward-
ing experience and I recommend it to
anyone to see the Ensemble play, even
if they know nothing about jazz.
The music is just too good and
too enjoyable not to give it a try.
Also, members of the Let's Dance
society showed their enthusiasm by
dancing in the back corner of the
audience. It was nice to see people
greatly enjoying the music and I
hope next time those numbers in-
crease by at least a few.
As the temperatures continue to drop, layers are in. In a cropped sweater and leather knit boots,
Megan Piemonte '13 epitomizes comfy chic. Wooster Street Style learned about her fashion history
as punk, and her appreciation for homemade style staples.
1) What influences your style?
Most of my style influences come from the articles of clothing that my Mum is willing to knit for me,
or things I can find in thrift stores. I also really dig boots.
2) How has your style changed over the years?
I think my style has changed quite a bit, definitely in a positive way. In middle school I was really into
the punk look, and plastic jewelry. Nowadays I enjoy a nice hairwrap and a quality flannel.
Want more Wooster Street Style?
Visit our'Facebook page at http:wm.facebook.compagesWoo-Street-Style15873417786- 0
section editors:
george myatt
emily timmerman
The front cover of this November's
issue of GQ features three of "Glee's"
beloved main characters. A show thus
far regarded and portrayed as family
television, the public representation of
"Git changed,
many believe for
the worst with
this article and
photo shoot.
Scantily clad
and suggestive--
p-x.-
,,
v Xiuvipbman lv posed, Rachel4.J1T1I1..1 M. IKIKIb- "- - -
" (LeaMichele)and
Quinn (Dianna Agron) straddle both
sides of the sheepish-lookin- g and or-
dinarily dressed Finn (Cory Monte-ith- ),
with the suggestive text enticing
readers with the promise that GQ can
"show you what hapjiens when the
teachers aren't around."
Whether intentional or not, a di-
chotomy of conflicting identities for
these actors was made clear, the photos
scream of the reality of the struggle of
being caught between the ever-redund- ant
Hollywood jxp culture persona
and the energetic high school perform-
ers that they are on screen.
It took lingerie in the photographs
to suggest a potential threesome to
make the cover this month. This is
something that should have many
"Glee" fans wondering, what on earth
would Sue Sylvester think, and even
more, what should they think?
There seem to be career motiva-
tions for these actors beyond the
world of "Glee." Titled as "Glee gone
wild," the cover is just the start. The
actual article and photographs within
leave little to the imagination as far as
Michele and Agron's.
A New York Times article pointed
out that the photographs are less
"shocking than they are predict-
able," claiming that this display of
' flesh and lace was inevitable in light
of the nature of the competition for
attention within Hollywood.
There are countless identical cases
of the inevitability of the degrada-
tion of actresses in the face of fame,
with Hollywood's leading female
teens going from Disney Channel-cut- e
to late night risque to keep the
attention coming.
Yet in the case of "Glee" the actress-
es are 24, significantly older than their
portrayed high-schwl-ag- ed counter-
parts Rachel and Quinn. Their age
alone makes this (quite literal) spread
seem less qualified to l)e laleled as inap-
propriate, but more a case of bad taste.
The fine line that exists between ac-
tors and the characters that they play is
being questioned. I low much responsi-
bility do we feel the actors and produc-
ers of popular shows, such as "Glee,"
have in leing positive role models for
their fans both on and off of the tele-
vision screen? Is it a case of misplaced
responsibility or is the public justified
in expecting higher standards of deco-
rum from young and prominent actors
such as the "Glee cast"?
In regards to the age contradiction
between the reality and the character,
in playing these younger roles is it
fair to say that they are responsible
for the image that they portray 'tS
their target audience? If it's kids that
are watching the show, should they be
wary of that?
Because the realities of the GQ ar-
ticle and photo shoot conflict with the
intended message of the show, it seems
as though a general feeling of disap-
pointment is what motivates the uproar
behind the scandalous coverage. Dis-
appointment that once again, these ac-
tors are no different than any that came
before them, and that more flesh is still
regarded as the ticket to success.
Emily Timmerman is an Arts En-
tertainment Editor fur the Voice. She
can be reached fur comment at ETim--
mermanl3ivooster.edu
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Field hockey wins NCAC, loses in
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
After beating the Kenyon Col-
lege Ladies on Wednesday 1- -0 in
the first round of the NCAC tour-
nament, the Fighting Scots de-
feated the Wittenberg University
Tigers (15-- 4, 1 1- -1 NCAC) for the
NCAC title in the last 14 seconds
of the game.
The Scots' final match up against
Wittenberg proved be one of their
most intense matches of the sea-
son. The teams were tied with
three goals a piece until Stepha-
nie Standera '11 scored in the
last minute to hand the Scots the
NCAC title.
This victory lifted the Scots to
their third straight NCAC cham-
pionship. This championship gives
the Scots an automatic bid to play
in the NCAA Div. Ill Champion-
ship tournament.
The Scots entered this match
having split their regular season
games against the Wittenberg
Tigers, beating the Tigers 3-- 1 in
Sprihgfield on Sept. 11 and los-
ing on Oct. 2 at home in an intense
overtime match ending in a score
of 2-- 3. Saturday's match started
off poorly for the Scots as the Ti
Woosterfootball defeats Kenyon,
Ben Christ
Senior Staff Writer
Last week's football match against
Kenyon College could have eas-
ily been a trap game for the Scots.
They easily could have looked past
winless Kenyon at the huge game
tomorrow against Wittenberg Uni-
versity and lost to Kenyon, who
came out with a lot of fire looking
to catch the Scots off guard. But
the Scots knew what they had to do
in order to put themselves in a posi-
tion for the NCAC crown and they
took care of business, beating the
Lords 31-- 6. It was a dominant win,
exactly the type of message that the
Scots needed to send to Wittenberg
on the eve of their big game.
Wooster needed the victory
against Kenyon and a Wittenberg
victory over Wabash to be able to
play for the NCAC championship.
If they slipped up against Kenyon
or if Wabash pulled out a victory,
the Scots playoff hopes would be
Tr:vcr Tct:h
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I recently read Travis Mansion's
article about Boise State Univer-
sity and how they should never I
ranked higher than third, and 1 ' -
agree. From what I have l.:i; I : re 1
Travis' main points art: as f..l!..s;
first, they don't play enough nmi-confcrcn- ce
games ariiisM qu.iby
opponents. Second, it is then- - t.iiili
they are in the Western Athletic
Conference and are penal;. . 1 be-
cause of it.
In Travis' first point be t
ignored the comer . : s t
have to be woiked oot ! r !, -
con lel'eiice I es to
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gers took a 2-- 1 lead going into the
half. Standera scored Wooster's
only goal in the first half by knock-
ing a loose ball into Wittenberg's
goal. The Tigers regained the lead
however, when Elizabeth Dwyer
scored the Tigers' second goal of
the game just before the half.
Eileen Barrer '11 tied up the
match at the beginning of the sec-
ond half with her 12th goal of the
year. The Scots then took the lead
for the first time in the match with
a goal from Claire Nelson-Johnso- n
'13. Unfortunately, the Tigers re-
spond once again with a goal from
senior Tori Casanta.
The game would remain tied
til the final seconds of the second
half. Despite several corner oppor-
tunities Wittenberg was unable to
score. Wooster had several shots
blocked by Wittenberg goalie Jen-
ny Schaafsma. It took a Wooster
penalty corner for the game to end
when Standera managed to score
her ninth goal of the season. The'
Scots had several team members
receive all-tournam- ent team hon-
ors, including Standera, Amanda
Artman '10, Josie Rey '14, Nina
Dine '11.
The Scots made their ninth
NCAA Div. Ill tournament ap- -
" " "' ' " " " "' ' " " "
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The Fighting Scots' offensive line faces off against the Ke-
nyon Lords in the Scots' fifth win of the season (Photo by
Scott Kugel).
dashed. Wooster set the tone early,
as Brandon Taylor '14 scored his
first touchdown on a one-ya- rd run
to cap a 1 1-- play, 66-ya- rd drive that
put the Scots up 7-- 0 early. The Scots
.
remained dominant throughout the.
in.
in
i!..
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Clare Nelson-Johnso- n goes up against her opponent from Juniata College in the opening
round of the NCAA Div. Ill championship tournament (Photo by Linda Kuster).
pearance 'against Juniata College
at 2 on Wednesday Nov. 10.
Unfortunately for the Scots,
their apperance in the NCAA Div.
Ill tournament ended in a frist-rou- nd
loss. Juniata College lead
the Scots for the entire match
rest of the first quarter and on their
second possession put together a
63-ya- rd drive that was finished on
a 14-ya-rd run by quarterback Rich-
ard Barnes '14. The Scots took the
14-po- int lead into the second quar
r 7
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eventually putting the Scots away
with a 3-- 0 victory.
However, this loss does not
change the fact that the Scots have
had a very impressive season. Led
by Barrer, Artman and Valora,
the Scots proved they are still the
looks to take on Witt
ter when, after a questionable play-ca- ll
where the Lords decided to take
a 41-ya- rd field goal on fourth and
inches, the Scots benefited from a
personal foul call after a 15-ya- rd
catch by Mike Redick ' 1 1 to put them
into Kenyon territory. Barnes then
threw one of the best passes of his
career, a 40-ya- rd bomb caught by a
diving Robert Flagg'12 that put the
Scots up 21-- 0. That would be the
last score of the half as the Lords
could not get anything going in the
first half.
The Lords finally put some points
on the scoreboard during the third
quarter when quarterback Dan
Shannon found Charles Small in the
endzone. The Lords struggled with
field goals all day as they had missed
three field goals before the touch-
down. The pattern didn't change
as the Lords banged the PAT off of
the side of the goal post and left the
score at 2 1- -6. The Scots' offense fa-
ltered on their next possession, but so
did the Lords. A few plays later, Tay
a shot at the titlein
v J f
1 r.
'-- 7;'
,r homo crc.vd. 1 ho Crcn- -
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the University of Utah are better
teams and justify leapfrogging Poi.,
and that's where 1 vehemently op-io- n,
pose you. To say that the Mountain
West Conference is that much better
than the WAC shows that you have
C
.t not watched a game in either eonfer-- -
u ence besides that of I.oise, TCU or
e o Utah. You make, the point that San
the Diego Stale University, Air Force
1
t and l'righani Young University are
all good d anis in the top half of the
MY( '. We'll take them one at a time,
'a ; I)U is two yi ,iis removed horn a
r .' 10 se.e.o,,.
The ot-'- v impressive thing you can
s iv about tbi m is lb it they kept the
I'. l. I .:!y if ' ouri ( lo .e on the
I ;. a va e is your
"i v i, mis point. If w e
November
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most dominant field hockey team
in the NCAC.
Although Wooster will graduate
six seniors who have all been four-ye- ar
starters, the Scots will look
to repeat their NCAC success next
season.
lor Trout '12, who was celebrating
his 21st birthday, got a great pres-
ent from Kenyon quarterback Dan
Shannon as Trout picked him off
and ran it 56 yards for an untouched
touchdown, putting the Scots up 28-- 6.
The Scots would rack up a field
goal in the fourth quarter to put the
game away.
Barnes had another strong game,
going 15-- 24 with 210 yards and
one touchdown. Flagg was stymied
on the ground, but he was able to
make an impact as a receiver, catch-
ing 4 passes for 80 yards. Redick also
looked good, putting up over 100 re-
ceiving yards on eight catches. The
Wooster defense was dominant all
game long, holding Kenyon to only
118 yards rushing and only 283 of-
fensive yards. Dan Terhune '12 had a
huge game, getting two sacks and five
tackles, while Jeremy Petit '1 1 led the
defense with 10 tackles. This week,
the Scots welcome ninth ranked Wit-
tenberg to John P. Papp Stadium for a
chance to take the NCAC title.
go by that then they beat Utah State
big, who almost beat Oklahoma on
the road. Are you saying that San
Diego State could beat Oklahoma
big? Yeah right, they would get de-
molished.
Air Force are basically Georgia
-- Twh but not as good as they don't
have as good of defense and have
much less overall speed than that of
Georgia Tech. Both run variants of
the Triple Option. And look at that
Georgia Tech, they were just beat
last Thursday by Virginia Tech,
who lost to Boise, but obviously you
wrote this article before knowing the
outcome of the game.
BYU is 3-- 5 and 2-- 2 in the MWC
alone. So you have Utah and TCU at
the top. Utah hasn't played anyone
except for the University of Pitts
burgh at home. But beiause. they
have beaten seven bad teams and one
aver, e team the y are ranked five so
when TC'U beats them it will look
great in the Computers, yet only be-
cause Urban Meyer brought Utah to
collegiate prominence.
If the University of Nevada or
University of Haw aii were still un
lit ii ateel tney wo.,. (., ranked m
tin- - high teens sin and wouldn't
help I'.nise much. So ..tying that the
WAC is consideiably worse than the
MW C is wrong in my opinion.
Again, I agree with your staieinen
that I'oise should not jump Auburn
or Oregon in the standings but I di
not agree that PCS system 'hoi, hi
make it so that it is legitimately im
possible (or I'oise to make the na
tional title lume.
Volleyball ends season
against Hiram College
Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor
Last Friday, Nov. 5, the Wooster
volleyball team finished its season at
the hands of Hiram College (24-1- 0,
13-- 1 NCAC) in the semifinal round
of the North Coast Athletic Con-
ference tournament in Springfield,
Ohio. This was their second loss to
Hiram in just as many matches and
Wooster's third Hiram loss for the
season. The second-seede- d Terriers
swept the Fighting Scots 3-- 0 (25-1- 9,
25-1- 7, 25-2- 1).
Wooster (18-1- 4, 9-- 5 NCAC)
gained little ground in the first two
sets, trading points with Hiram
but was not able to pull away by
more than a point. In the third set,
Wooster went on a 10--4 run after
being tied 6-- 6 with the help of kills
by Erin Webster '12, Paige Parker
'
1 4, and Melissa Morgan ' 1 3.
However, once up 16-1- 0, the
wheels of Wooster's momentum fell
off and Hiram was able to rally and
win the set after Wooster commit-
ted six attack errors. Hiram would
go on to be swept by number one
seeded Wittenberg University (30-- 2,
13-- 1 NCAC) in the NCAC finals
the next day.
Parker led the Scots with seven
kills and five aces in the match. She
would be selected to the All-NC- AC
Tournament team the next day.
Although Wooster's season fell
short in the NCAC tournament,
three players were named to the
All-NCA- C Volleyball Teams. Kel-le- y
Johnson '13 was named Libero
of the Year and garnered a secon-
d-team selection. Lizzi Beal '12
and Sarah Hawke '12 each received
second-tea- m and honorable mention
Even in Breeder's
The Breeder's Cup Classic is the
year-en- d championship for thor
oughbred rac-
ing, attracting
the best horses
from both
North Ameri-
caGRAHAM and Europe
ZIMMERMAN to compete in
the fmat event
of the Breed
er's Cup World Cliampionships. with
a $5 million dollar purse.
The morning after at Churchill
Downs explained it all. Blame,
the winner of the previous day's
Breeder's Cup Classic and $5 mil
lion purse, stood in his stall eating
his breakfast accompanied only by
his trainer and the purple victor's
blanket given to him. Save the sub
tle munching of hay, Blame's barn
was silent, but not far down the dirt
road one could hear the faint hint
of flashbulbs going oif. Even in de
feat, the legend of Zenyatta contin-
ued to crow.
Zenyatta had lost the last and
most important race of her career
by three inches. It was hoped she
would win the Breeder's Classic for
the second year in a row ami finish
a record 20a). She traveled across
the country for the first time to
race against much stronger colts
Hin 1 as the p;,tes broke it seemed as
though ZenyatU's legacy had final- -
lv l:o to r. Z. : ' i start
Pid 'em returns with your fa-
vorite sports editors Graham
Zimmerman, Travis Marmon and
Mike Haggerty, who will pick
winners for the NFL and NCAA
matchups in the upcoming week.
Feel free to send us an e-m- ail at
voicesportswooster.edu.
Graham (GZ)
Mike (MH)
Travis (TM)
NFL
Thursday, Nov. 1 1
(MH, GZ) Baltimore at Atlanta
(TM)
Sunday, Nov. 14
'(GZ, TM) Detroit at Buffalo
9
Friday, November 12,
selections.
Johnson became the second player
in Wooster history to be awarded
Libero of the Year honors behind
an extremely impressive perfor-
mance this season. She had the
sixth most digs in school history
(660) and also finished top-2-5 in
the country in digs per set (5.89).
Her career-hig- h in digs (48) came
against Baldwin-Walla- ce College
on Sept. 10.
Beal's second team selection is
added to her two previous NCAC
selections as well as her NCAC.
Newcomer of the Year award. Beal
finished the season with 863 assists.
She has become the second player in
team history to have three seasons
with more than 850 assists. Her ca-
reer assists, which stand at 2,919,
places her second in Wooster vol-
leyball history.
This was Hawke's first appear-
ance on the NCAC All-Confere- nce
volleyball squad. Hawke had a
breakout season, setting career
highs in kills (204), solo blocks (12)
and block assists (59). Hawke's best
performances of the season were
against Hiram College (Oct. 17),
when she delivered 14 kills, and
against Ohio Wesleyan University
(Sept. 25), when she recorded a .522
hitting percentage.
Although Wooster was not able
to move on to the NCAC cham-
pionship match this season, there
are plenty of personal accomplish
ments as well as hopes for next
season. The Scots managed to post
a winning record of 18-1- 4 and
Wooster will hopefully return all '
of its players to next year's squad,
as there were no senior players this
past season.
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ed so slow that she fell to d
an estimated twenty ler
hind the h a ! 1 .
.rt. It w,'-- , i
the final st: ! h that ' ,
out of the ,' i t that v . '
in front of 1 r, v
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(MH)
(TM, GZ) Minnesota at Chicago
(MH)
(GZ)NY Jets at Cleveland
'(MH, TM)
Cincinatti at Indy (MH,GZ,TM)
(GZ,MH,TM) Tennessee at Miami
Carolina at Tampa Bay(GZ, MH,
TM)
(GZ, MH) Houston at Jackson
ville(TM)
(MH,GZ,TM) Kansas City at
Denver
Dallas at NY Giants (GZ,.
MH, TM)
(MH, TM) Seattle at Arizona (GZ)
(GZ, TM) St. Louis at San Fran
Duke, Michigan State provide
college basketball excitement
Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
The 2010-1- 1 college basketball
season officially began on Monday.
The long wait between March Mad-
ness and a cluster of high-profi- le
early-seas- on tournaments is over.
The hype that came with super-recrui- ts
like Harrison Barnes of the
University of North Carolina is giv-
ing way to actual play. How will the
season shake up?
The school on everybody's mind
right now is of course Duke Univer-
sity, the. defending champions. The
Blue Devils retain' most of the key
components to last year's team, most
notably senior forward Kyle Singler.
They are also the first-rank- ed team
in the nation in the preseason Associ-
ated Press poll.
The toughest in-confer- ence tests
for Duke right now are ninth-rank- ed
North Carolina and number 23 Vir-
ginia Tech University, two teams
that failed to make the NCAA Tour-
nament last year. The Blue Devils
do have back-to-ba- ck games against
second-ranke- d Michigan State Uni-
versity and number 17 Butler Uni-
versity (the team they beat in the
national championship) in December,
but Duke should be able to cruise to a
number one seed in the tournament.
The Michigan State Spartans have
no reason to not make a third straight
Final Four appearance this year. Only
two major players are missing from
last year's roster. Raymar Morgan
graduated and guard Chris Allen was
kicked off the team. Those two will
be missed, but senior point guard Ka-l- in
Lucas, do-everyth- ing junior for-
ward Draymond Green and athletic
senior guard Durrell Summers will
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cisco (MH)
(GZ.MH.TM) New England at
Pittsburgh
Monday, Nov. 15
(MH, GZ, TM) Philadelphia at
Washington
NCAADiv. 1
Friday, Nov. 12
(GZ, MH, TM) No. 4 Boise State
at Idaho
Saturday, Nov. 13
(TM, MH, GZ) No. l Oregon at
Cal
Georgia at No. 2 Auburn(MH, GZ,
TM)
San Diego St. at No. 3 TCU (MH,
GZ, TM)
2010
The Duke Blue Devils celebrate a tournament victory en
route to last year's championship (Photo courtesy of AP).
be as deadly a combination as ever.
The Spartans have a very tough
schedule including Duke, number 13
Syracuse University, number 25 Uni-
versity of Texas and a potential Maui
Invitational matchup against the
lOth-rank-
ed University of Kentucky.
Michigan State is also in the very
tough Big Ten conference featuring
top 25 teams in The Ohio State Uni-
versity, the University of Wisconsin,
the University of Illinois and Purdue
University. The Spartans will proba-
bly falter down the line in the regular
season, but Tom Izzo is still the best
tournament coach in the game and
should get his loaded roster back to
the Final Four.
Kansas State University rounds out
the top three teams in the rankings,
heading a strong Big 12 Conference
featuring Texas, number seven Kan-
sas University, number 14 Baylor
t A
La-Mon- ro at No. 5 LSU (GZ, TM,
MH)
(MH, GZ, TM) No. 6 Stanford at
Arizona St.
Indiana at No. 7 Wisconsin
' '
(MH, GZ, TM)
Kansas at No. 8 Nebraska
(GZ, TM, MH)
Penn St. at No. 9 Ohio St.(MH, GZ,
TM)
(GZ, MH, TM)No. 10 Oklahoma
St. at Texas
No. 19 Miss. St. at No. 12
Alabama (G Z.MH.TM)
(GZ, MH, TM) No. 13 Iowa at
Northwestern
(GZ.TM) No. 14 Utah at Notre
University and the 15th-rank- ed Uni-
versity of Missouri. The Wildcats
return top scorer Jacob Pullen and
leading rebounder Curtis Kelly from
last year's Elite Eight squad, and are
looking to go to the Final Four this
season or bust.
Other contenders for the cham-
pionship this year include Big East
representatives the University of
Pittsburgh, Villanova University and
Syracuse University; all ranked in the
preseason top 10; Kentucky, which
will have to recover from the loss of
its entire starting line-u-p; Ohio State
and Kansas.
Of course, Butler, who came within
one shot of winning it all last year,
should not be left out. The Bulldogs
are ranked 17th, but the nation knows
what they are capable of.
One thing is certain: it's going to be
a great season of college basketball.
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Dame (MH)
UTEP at No. 15 Arkansas(TM,
GZ.MH)
Texas Tech at No. 16 Oklahoma
. (MII.GZ.TM)
(MH) No. 24 Kansas St. at Mis
souri (GZ.TM)
(MH, GZ) USC at No. 18 Arizona
(TM
(M1ITM) No. 20 Virginia Tech at
UNC (GZ)
(GZ, TM, MH)No. 21 Nevada at
Fresno St.
(GZ.MH.TM) No. 23 South Caro-
lina at No. 22 Florida
(GZ,MH)No,25Texas
A&M at Baylor (TM)
